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NEW QUESTION: 1
An organization has decided on a cloudhub migration strategy
that aims to minimize the organizations own IT resources.
Currently, the organizational has all of its Mule applications
running on its own premises and uses an premises load balancer
that exposes all APIs under the base URL https://api.acme.com
As part of the migration strategy, the organization plans to
migrate all of its Mule applications and load balancer to
cloudhub What is the most straight-forward and cost effective
approach to the Mule applications deployment and load balancing
that preserves the public URLs?
A. Deploy the Mule applications to Cloudhub
Create CNAME record for api.acme.com in the Cloudhub Shared
load balancer (SLB) pointing to the A record of the on-premise
load balancer Apply mapping rules in the SLB to map URLs to
their corresponding Mule applications
B. For each migrated Mule application, deploy an API proxy Mule
application to Cloudhub with all applications under the control
of a dedicated load balancer(CLB) Update the CNAME record for

api.acme.com in the organization DNS server pointing to the A
record of a cloudhub dedicated load balancer(DLB) Apply mapping
rules in the DLB to map each API proxy application to its
corresponding Mule applications
C. Deploy the Mule applications to Cloudhub
Update the CNAME record for an api.acme.com in the
organizations DNS server pointing to the A record of a cloudhub
dedicated load balancer(DLB) Apply mapping rules in the DLB to
map URLs to their corresponding Mule applications
D. Deploy the Mule applications to Cloudhub
Update the CNAME record for api.acme.com in the organization
DNS server pointing to the A record of the cloudhub shared load
balancer(SLB) Apply mapping rules in the SLB to map URLs to
their corresponding Mule applications.
Answer: C
Explanation:
https://help.mulesoft.com/s/feed/0D52T000055pzgsSAA.
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Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
S178
VM size D3
Storage Location Drive E
Storage type Standard
Tempdb location Drive C
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A. ã•„ã•„ã•ˆ
B. ã•¯ã•„
Answer: B
Explanation:
For D-series, Dv2-series, and G-series VMs, the temporary drive
on these VMs is SSD-based. If your workload makes heavy use of
TempDB (such as temporary objects or complex joins), storing
TempDB on the D drive could result in higher TempDB throughput
and lower TempDB latency.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows
/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-performance
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